A viewing chamber which permits observation of a sample retained therein includes a pair of double window assemblies mounted in opposed openings in the walls thereof so that a light beam can directly enter and exit from the chamber. A flexible mounting arrangement for the outer windows of the window assemblies enables the windows to be brought into proper alignment. An electrical heating arrangement prevents fogging of the outer windows whereas desiccated air in the volume between the outer and inner windows prevents fogging of the latter.

17 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
DOUBLE WINDOW VIEWING CHAMBER ASSEMBLY

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States Government, and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to viewing chambers which permit optical viewing of a sample contained therein and more particularly, to an improved viewing chamber assembly employing a pair of double window ports located on opposite sides of the chamber.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is concerned with, but is not limited to, viewing chambers which require isothermal cooling to temperatures below freezing. Such chambers are employed, among other uses, in observation of crystal growth in connection with aircraft flight experiments. Prior art chambers characteristically use a single wall construction for the access ports thereof which has caused thermal non-conformity in the walls, thereby resulting in uneven cooling of the chamber. Such prior art chambers have also been subject to fogging of the viewing window surfaces accentuates the image degradation which results from such fogging. Generally speaking, as set forth above, one important aspect of the invention involves the provision of two double-window ports on opposite sides of the chamber, for a total of four windows, together with flexible, adjustable mounts for the windows which permit the windows to be adjusted about two axes parallel to the window surfaces. These flexible mounts permit the outer windows of the sets of two windows to be aligned with the inner windows, thereby eliminating multiple reflection distortions of the chamber sample image. By locating the optical ports on opposite sides of the chamber, a light path is provided which permits a beam of light to enter and exit directly, thereby providing optimum optical access to the chamber.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

As set forth above, one important aspect of the invention concerns the provision of chamber including a pair of double window viewing ports. One of the reasons that chambers with double windows have not been used in the past is that a slight misalignment of the windows results in multiple reflections and distorts the image. Further, if fogging is not eliminated, the use of multiple window surfaces accentuates the image degradation which results from such fogging. Generally speaking, as set forth above, one important aspect of the invention involves the provision of two double-window ports on opposite sides of the chamber, for a total of four windows, together with flexible, adjustable mounts for the windows which permit the windows to be adjusted about two axes parallel to the window surfaces. These flexible mounts permit the outer windows of the sets of two windows to be aligned with the inner windows, thereby eliminating multiple reflection distortions of the chamber sample image. By locating the optical ports on opposing sides of the chamber, a light path is provided which permits a beam of light to enter and exit directly, thereby providing optimum optical access to the chamber.

Thus, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, an optical viewing arrangement is provided in a viewing chamber apparatus having chamber walls in which a coolant is circulated to provide cooling of the chamber, the optical viewing arrangement comprising first and second window assemblies respectively mounted in first and second opposed openings on opposite sides of the chamber wall such that the window assemblies are in optical alignment whereby a light beam can enter and exit from the chamber directly. The window assemblies each comprise inner and outer windows mounted in spaced relationship so as to define a volume therebetween, and a flexible mounting arrangement for the outer one of the windows so as to permit adjustment in the positioning of that window, whereby the inner and outer windows can be brought into proper optical alignment. The flexible mounting means preferably includes a window holder for the outer window and a plurality of screws for securing the window holder to a mounting member for the inner window. Advantageously, the flexible mounting means further comprises a flexible connection between the window holder and the mounting member. The screws preferably extend through corresponding enlarged diameter bores in the window holder and in this embodiment, the flexible mounting means each further comprise a bearing, located within the associated bore at the outer end thereof, in which the head of the corresponding screw is received, and a coil spring located between each window holder and the corresponding mounting member, and surrounding the associated screw.

The inner window of each window assembly is preferably located in an associated one of the openings in the chamber wall, the window assemblies each including a retaining arrangement received in the corresponding opening for holding the inner window in place. The openings referred to are preferably threaded and the portions of the walls defining the openings include a stepped portion which one surface of the inner window is held. The retaining arrangements each preferably include a screw threaded retaining member threadably received in the associated opening and a locking ring for locking the retainer member into place. Advantageously, the retaining arrangement further comprises an O-ring located in the stepped portion of the wall for cushioning and sealing the one surface of inner window, and a spacer located between said retainer member and the other surface of the inner window. A desiccated gas is preferably located in the volume defined between the pairs of windows.

As explained in more detail below, a heating means is provided for heating the outer windows to prevent fogging thereof. This heating means preferably comprises an electrical heating coil mounted on the mounting fixture for the outer window. Further, an additional heating means is mounted within the chamber wall for providing fine adjustment of the chamber temperature. The latter preferably comprises an electrical heating arrangement and is used in conjunction with the cooling fluid which is circulated in the walls of the chamber to control the temperature in the chamber.

Advantageously, the plurality of connecting screws extending between the window holder and the remainder of the window assembly, together with the flexible connector, constitute the sole connection between the window holder and the remainder of said window assembly. Low thermal conductivity screws reduce the heat transfer between the outer window assembly and the chamber.

Other features and advantages of the present invention will be set forth in, or apparent from, the detailed description of a preferred embodiment which follows.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the chamber assembly of the invention includes a generally cylindrical, thick-walled housing 10 forming a central chamber 12. A pair of dual optical window assemblies, denoted 14a and 14b, are respectively mounted in stepped openings 16a and 16b formed in opposite walls of the housing. The two dual optical window assemblies are substantially identical and corresponding parts of each have given the same numbers with the letter a or letter b attached. Because of this similarity, only one of the window assemblies will be described below.

Considering window assembly 14a, one flat surface of a generally cylindrical inner window 18a is held against an O-ring seal mounted in a groove in a shoulder 22a defining one step in a stepped opening 16a. A spacer 24a is located between the other flat surface and a threaded cylindrical retainer member 26a which is screwed into opening 16a so as to hold window 18a in place. A locking ring 27a located in an enlarged portion of opening 16a serves in locking retainer member 26a in place in opening 16a.

A plug member 28a is threaded at one end and this threaded end is received in retainer member 26a, as illustrated. A laterally extending flange 30a includes three threaded bores 32a (only one of which is shown in FIG. 2), in which are received three screws 34a. Screws 34a each form part of an adjustment screw assembly and extend between flange 30a and a window holder member 36a. Considering a typical one of the adjustment screw assemblies as shown in FIG. 2, a spring 38a surrounds a portion of screw 34a and is captured between flange 30a and window holder member 36a. Considering another one of the adjustment screw assemblies as shown in FIG. 2, a pair of washers 40a and 42a attaches the outermost portion of screw 34a which is mounted by a bearing 44a in an enlarged bore 46a in window holder 36a.

Window holder 36a serves to mount an outer window 48a and is further connected to plug member 28a by a flexible connector tube 50a mounted on facing opposed flanges on window holder 36a and plug member 28a. One flat surface of window 48a bears against an O-ring 52a disposed in a groove in an end wall defining a bore 54a in window holder 36a and is held in place within bore 54a by a threaded retaining ring 56a and an intermediate washer 58a.

A pair of stainless steel tubes 60a and 61a (see FIG. 1) are brazed or soldered in place in flange 30a of plug 28a. These tubes form an inlet and outlet for an inert gas, such as desiccated air, which is supplied to the volume between windows 48a and 18a.

A heating coil, located around the mounting fixture for window 48a and indicated schematically at 62a in FIGS. 1 and 2, provides selective heating of window 48a so as to eliminate fogging thereof. Electrical connections to coil 62a are indicated at 63a.

As stated above, the other double window assembly 14b is similar to assembly 14a and includes the same basic components, which are identified by the same reference numerals with the letter "b" attached.

Turning again to the chamber proper, the walls 10 are preferably formed from a thick aluminum block the exterior of which is insulated as required and which contains both heating coils, indicated schematically at 64 in FIG. 1, and cooling coils indicated schematically at 66 in FIG. 1. The heating and cooling coils are not shown in FIG. 2 for purposes of clarity. The heating coils 64 are electrical coils and are preferably disposed in grooves in walls 10 while the cooling coils 66 have a frigid liquid coolant circulating therein. The coolant can be a liquid with a low temperature freezing point, such as ethylene glycol, or, if either rapid cooling or a very low temperature is required, the coolant can even be liquid nitrogen. The liquid coolant provides coarse temperature control of the temperature of chamber 12 while electrical heating coils 64 provide fine adjustment of this temperature. This arrangement permits an extremely uniform temperature to be set up within the chamber 12, while still permitting optimum optical access for measurement and observational purposes. In this way, a sample in chamber 12 can be cooled in a highly controlled manner to any higher temperature reasonably close to the freezing point of the coolant by cooling the liquid coolant to an appropriate value, circulating the coolant through the walls 10 in cooling coils 66 as described above until the temperature within chamber 12 is slightly below the desired temperature, and then using the electrical heating coils 64 to provide fine adjustment of the chamber temperature.

The flexible mounting described above for outermost windows 48a and 48b enables these windows to be tilted around two axes parallel to the surfaces thereof so as to correct for misalignment. In particular, relative adjustment of screws 34a and 34b enables the tilt of windows 48a and 48b to be controlled so that these windows can be brought into proper alignment with the fixed, inner windows 18a and 18b, while the flexible connection provided by flexible connecting tubes 50a and 50b permits this to be done. By bringing the inner and outer windows into optical alignment, multiple reflection distortions of the image of the chamber sample are eliminated. Further, by providing dual window assemblies on both sides, a light path is provided which allows a beam to enter and exit directly, thus affording optimum optical access to the chamber 12. In addition, the construction of the window mounting assemblies minimizes the thermal conduction between the mounting fixtures for the outer windows 48a and 48b and the chamber walls 10, thereby reducing the amount of heating required and lessening the impact of the mounting fixtures on the thermal uniformity provided in chamber 12. As mentioned above, desiccated air placed in the volumes formed between windows 48a, 18a and 48b, 18b respectively, ensures that fogging of inner windows 18a and 18b does not occur. This air is supplied to assembly 14a, for example, through inlet and outlet tubes 60a and 61a.

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that although the invention has been described relative to an exemplary embodiment thereof, variations and modifications can be effected in this exemplary embodiment without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.

We claim:

1. In a viewing chamber apparatus having a chamber wall in which a coolant is circulated to provide cooling of the chamber, an optical viewing arrangement com-
praising first and second window assemblies respectively mounted in first and second opposed openings in the chamber wall such that said window assemblies are in optical alignment whereby a light beam can enter and exit from the chamber directly, said window assemblies each comprising inner and outer windows mounted in spaced relationship so as to define a volume therebetween, and flexible mounting means for the outer one of the windows for permitting adjustment of the positioning of said outer window whereby the inner and outer windows can be brought into optical alignment.

2. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein said flexible mounting means includes a window holder member and a plurality of screws for securing said window holder member to a mounting member for said inner window.

3. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 2 wherein said flexible mounting means further comprises a flexible connection between said window holder member and said mounting member.

4. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 3 wherein said flexible mounting means further comprises a bearing, located within each of said screws at the outer end thereof, in which the head of the corresponding screw is received, and a spring located between each window holder member and the corresponding mounting member.

5. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 4 wherein the inner window of each member assembly is located in a corresponding one of said openings in the chamber wall, said window assemblies each including retaining means received in the corresponding said opening for holding said inner window in place.

6. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 5 wherein each of said openings is threaded and the portions of the wall defining the openings include a stepped portion against which one surface of said inner window is held, and said retaining means each comprises a screw threaded retaining member threadably received in the corresponding one of said openings and a locking ring for locking said retainer member into place.

7. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 6 wherein said retaining means further comprises an O-ring located in said stepped portion for cushioning said one surface of inner window and a spacer located between said retainer member and the other surface of said inner window.

8. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein a desiccated gas is located in said volume defined between said windows.

9. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 1 further comprising heating means for heating the outer windows to prevent fogging thereof.

10. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 9 wherein said heating means comprises an electrical heating coil mounted on the flexible mounting means for said outer window.

11. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 1 further comprising heating means mounted within said chamber wall for providing fine adjustment of the chamber temperature.

12. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 11 wherein said heating means comprises electrical heating means.

13. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 12 wherein said adjustable mounting means includes a flexible connector located between said window holder and the remainder of the window assembly which, together with said flexible connector, constitute the sole connection between said window holder and the remainder of said window assembly.

14. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 13 wherein said adjustable mounting means includes a plurality of connecting screws extending between said window holder and the remainder of the window assembly which, together with said flexible connector, constitute the sole connection between said window holder and the remainder of said window assembly.

15. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 14 further comprising bearing means for mounting one end of each of said screws in an enlarged bore in said window holder.

16. A viewing chamber apparatus as claimed in claim 15 further comprising a coil spring surrounding each of said screws and extending between said window holder and the remainder of said window assembly.
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